NATURE CALLING!
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The rain has arrived, tinting delight upon my face,
A lovely surprise for all, every living entity’s embrace.

Tots, flora and earth, all join in delight,
Receptive hearts welcome, this blessed sight.

The breeze feels different, a breath of sheer grace,
A petrichor divine, a rejuvenating embrace.

I long to inhale this freshness so grand,
No longer city pollution, but nature’s own brand.

Nature’s envoy: water-droplets descend,
Like Agents of Welfare, to Earth they tend.

A liquid bead sacrifices its form,
Purifying the air, in a selfless norm.

Lightning strikes, with a thunderous roar,
Displaying nature’s might, its power to explore.

Asserting its presence, both gentle and strong,
Nature demands attention, it can’t be played along.

Love me, I love you, let harmony thrive, says she;
Yet remember, there may be some pains to survive, adds she.

Cooperate, with dignity and care for my kin,
Or witness my strength, an intimidating spin.

So, live and let live, in harmony’s delight,
Regard my gentleness, don’t provoke my might.

For I am gentle, and I wish to remain,
Embrace my benevolence, a gift to sustain.

Treasure my presence, a divine bestowal,
Creator’s priceless gift, the ultimate call.